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ABSTRACT
A knowledge-based, or expert, system encoding both factual and
procedural knowledge to assist users in performing an intellectual task
is ideally suited to indexing. Existing thesauri, classification schemes,
and indexing manuals are a good starting point, and artificial
intelligence (AI) computer languages and data structures seem well suited
for development of these systems. In addition, currently available
workstation environments (with windows and mouse) and standard
software (such as X Windows) should make possible sophisticated and
portable interfaces. A unique prototype, the MedlndEx System, is being
developed to assist people using the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH )
thesaurus to index the MEDLINE database in MEDLARS (Medical
Literature Analysis and Retrieval System) at the National Library of
Medicine (NLM). MedlndEx is, in principle, applicable to any indexing
system using a thesaurus and following a body of indexing rules.
INTRODUCTION
Human indexing of document collections for information retrieval
entails assigning indexing terms to documents to facilitate their location
by subject. These terms are selected from descriptors in thesauri, and
after a document has been indexed, the document citation becomes part
of a database, in which descriptors are a type of access point searchers
may use for locating documents. Rules are established for guiding
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indexers in selecting these terms. These might be in the form of an
indexing manual, notes in the thesaurus itself, specialized manuals from
outside authorities adapted for the indexing system, collections of notes
on complex topics that expand the principal manual, and even
memoranda for emergencies that cannot await updates to other tools.
Since the expert system approach that will be discussed is derived
from a unique prototype, the MedlndEx System, this paper will also
reference the real-world indexing system that MedlndEx is designed
to enhance. MedlndEx is designed to assist people using the MeSH
thesaurus to index the MEDLINE database in MEDLARS at NLM.
However, MedlndEx is, in principle, applicable to any indexing system
using a thesaurus and following a body of indexing rules.
A knowledge-based, or expert, system, encoding both factual and
procedural knowledge to assist users in performing an intellectual task,
is ideally suited to indexing for MEDLINE. Facts, meaning concepts
in the medical domain, have been recorded in MeSH over the years
based primarily on literary warrant; thus the thesaurus has been
developed specifically for representing the literature being indexed.
Procedural knowledge would correspond to indexing rules. For these,
there is the rather comprehensive MEDLARS Indexing Manual,
supplemented for additional detail by specialized manuals (e.g., for
tumors and enzymes), Technical Notes, and annotations appearing with
individual descriptors in MeSH (hence the name MeSH Annotated
Alphabetic List for the version used by indexers and searchers).
A special characteristic of MeSH that makes the conventional system
particularly amenable to the expert system approach is the classification
scheme, unifying all 15,000 descriptors in a single hierarchy known
as MeSH Tree Structures. At a detailed level, MeSH trees are used for
applying the specificity tenet of indexing, which states that a concept
shall be indexed to the most specific term available; trees facilitate,
and in fact define, this specificity by their hierarchical display. At a
more general level, rules of coordinate indexing whereby a concept is
expressed by assigning two or more descriptors are frequently stated
as instructions to coordinate a term from one subclassification with
a term from another. An example of this is the neoplasm coordination
rule, which states that a neoplasm (cancer) is appropriately covered
by a neoplasm-site term (from the Neoplasms by Site hierarchy, e.g.,
Bone Neoplasms) in coordination with a histologic-type term (from
the Neoplasms by Histologic Type hierarchy, e.g., Adenocarcinoma).
Furthermore, the MEDLARS Indexing Manual itself is largely organized
by major MeSH categories (Anatomy, Organisms, Disease, Drugs, and
so forth).
Another type of coordination between terms is characteristic of
MEDLINE, whereby a descriptor is regarded as a main heading to which
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the indexer appends one or more subheadings as topical qualifiers. This
is actually a form of pre coordination, since a main heading-subheading
coordination is a semantic link created at indexing time. Although there
are seventy-seven subheadings, not all of them may qualify all 15,000
descriptors. Rules for permissible main heading-subheading combina-
tions again follow the MeSH classification scheme. For instance, with
regard to the subheadings CYTOLOGY and PATHOLOGY, Lung/
CYTOLOGY, Lung/PATHOLOGY, and Lung Diseases/PATHOLOGY
are permitted, but Lung Diseases/CYTOLOGY is not. The general rule
here is that terms in the Anatomy hierarchical category may be qualified
by either subheading, but terms in Disease hierarchies only by
PATHOLOGY. The basis for computational restrictions on permissible
subheadings has recently been extended to hierarchies at the fourth
level within a category; for instance, there is a set of restrictions on
subheadings for the Leukemia hierarchy. Rules for main heading-
subheading precoordination are conceptually compatible with the
notion of inheritance, a most important feature of knowledge-based
systems that will be mentioned again further on. However, inheritance
of permissible subheadings is not performed computationally in the
conventional system, as each descriptor record in MeSH contains explicit
information about permissible subheadings.
In addition to the classification scheme, conventional indexing
suggests relations that might be quite useful in an expert system. For
instance, the BODY-SITE relation is often the basis for another type
of precoordination, that is, a single indexing term encompassing two
or more descriptors, such as Lung Diseases (Disease BODY-SITE Lung),
Angiography (Radiography BODY-SITE Arteries), Thoracic Surgery
(Surgery BODY-SITE Thorax), Gastritis (Inflammation BODY-SITE
Stomach), and numerous others. The Neoplasms by Site hierarchy,
mentioned earlier, consists mostly of precoordinate terms based on
BODY-SITE.
The idea of coordination is, according to the MEDLARS Indexing
Manual, "to give the clearest picture of the article within the limits
of MeSH." This is related to the tenet of multiplicity, which is to
provide for each document as many indexing terms as necessary to
index it adequately from all its aspects in other words, to index the
document completely. There are many examples of coordination
throughout the manual, for instance, "anticonvulsant therapy of
epilepsy causing abnormalities" is indexed Anticonvulsants/
ADVERSE EFFECTS + Abnormalities, Drug-Induced + Epilepsy/
DRUG THERAPY. Note this includes precoordinations (single-term
and main heading-subheading) as well as coordination of indexing
terms. Relations that might be useful for assistance in achieving these
sorts of coordination include ADVERSE-EFFECT (Anticonvulsants
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ADVERSE-EFFECT Abnormalities, Drug-Induced), ETIOLOGY
(Abnormalities, Drug-Induced ETIOLOGY Anticonvulsants), SUB-
STANCE (Drug Therapy SUBSTANCE Anticonvulsants), PROBLEM
(Drug Therapy PROBLEM Epilepsy), PROCEDURE (Epilepsy
PROCEDURE Drug Therapy; Anticonvulsants PROCEDURE Drug
Therapy).
As will be seen further on, these hierarchies and implied relations
are important conceptually for developing the MedlndEx knowledge
base to provide indexing assistance. However, it should be noted that
precise hierarchies developed for conventional indexing are, to a
significant degree, not directly usable, especially for inheritance, in that,
understandably, principles have not been developed for this more
rigorous computational use. In the conventional system, non-
hierarchical relations do not exist as such in MeSH, and a set of relations
has not yet been identified for computational use.
As an aside, admittedly an intermediate tack could be followed
for indexing assistance, which is merely providing a workstation
interface to improve interactive accessibility of the thesaurus. Two
conditions make this feasible: MeSH is in machine-readable form, and
conventional indexing is already performed in an interactive
environment. In the mouse and windowing environment of worksta-
tions, entering a descriptor might automatically open a MeSH window
on the screen, displaying this descriptor with its annotations, cross-
references, immediate hierarchically related terms, and list of permissible
subheadings. Indexing terms in this window might be mouse-able.
Another window might be available for quick searching of the entire
MeSH hierarchy. However, it would quickly become clear that this
approach would be greatly enhanced by a knowledge base. For instance,
computationally why repeat the same neoplasm coordination rule in
the text of the annotation for every neoplasm term in MeSH, when,
using hierarchies, the rule might be encoded only in a high-level
neoplasm term and accessed by subordinate terms merely by virtue of
their relationship to this term? Moreover, why display this rule
unnecessarily if the indexer has already applied it? When occasionally
"see related" cross-references are displayed with terms in this MeSH
window, why are there not more of these, and why do they suggest
related terms in some places when it would seem the same relationship
holds in others and there is no cross-reference there?
Each of these questions suggests why encoding procedural
knowledge is superior to displaying procedures as textual instructions.
The first instance shows that hierarchies should be used computationally,
to avoid redundant data and insure that rules for a class of concept
are always applied to each member of that class. The second, that in
addition to using relations, an expert system should capture and use
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knowledge of users' previous actions during system use. The third, that
domain relations other than hierarchy, when applied systematically,
would facilitate the indexing practice of giving the clearest picture of
the article multiplicity as mentioned earlier.
Finally, we bring up the question, why apply expert systems to
indexing when the real problem is retrieval? Indexing variability and
retrieval variability are well known in the field of information retrieval.
Indexers indexing the same document using the same indexing system
will often enough assign different sets of indexing terms; searchers
searching the same database using the same retrieval system will retrieve
different sets of citations for the same query. Indexing variability is
in part responsible for retrieval variability; that is, as long as searchers
need to compensate for indexing variability, their strategies for doing
this will probably vary. If indexing were less variable, then searchers
could rely increasingly on standard indexing practice. Furthermore, the
same expert system used by indexers, facilitating consistency with an
expert standard, would be adaptable for searchers as well; on the other
hand, without expert indexing, there is less chance of developing precise
expert systems for searchers. Therefore, an expert system for indexing,
all other things being equal, would improve retrieval by serving to
remove at least one of the causes of retrieval variability.
Figure 1 is a diagram of the MedlndEx System showing four main
processes: Journal Assignment, Indexer Interface, MeSH Indices Report
Generator, and MedKB Manager (MedKB is the name of the knowledge
base). Also known as PI - P4, respectively, they are summarized as follows:
PI Journal Assignment Utility. The main purpose of the Journal
Assignment Utility program is to control assignment of Journal
Source Files (consisting of bibliographic citations without indexing
terms) to indexers. This program must be run before an indexer may
use P2. The prototype version of this program will allow the project
officer to assign a journal issue to multiple indexers in order to conduct
experiments. However, in an operational environment the system will
protect against multiple assignment.
P2 Indexer Interface. The Indexer Interface program provides
indexers with a guided data entry indexing session for documents
to be indexed. Journal issue assignments are made available to the
indexer using PI, and the system prompts for MeSH indexing terms
for assigned documents. MedKB and Word File, created by P4, are
needed for providing corresponding indexing frames and assisting
indexers in filling them in with additional indexing terms. The user
may redo any indexing frame as long as the document is being indexed.
When indexing of a document is completed, the instantiated
document frame, with its indexing frames that have been created,
becomes part of the database of indexed citations. Also stored in
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the database are conventional MEDLINE indexing terms generated
by the program using indexing frames and MedKB. These terms are
used for evaluation by P3.
d2
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P4 MedKB Manager. MedKB Manager is a knowledge base
management system (KBMS) used by knowledge engineers to create
and edit frames, which are data structures in which MedKB is written.
P4 also is used for creating new entries (official terms, aliases, and
sort versions) to be written into a Word File, including official terms,
aliases, and sort versions. MedKB and Word File are essential to using
P2.
Further details will appear in the system design section of the third
NTIS report on MedlndEx (Humphrey fe Chien, 1990). The current
paper will discuss use of the Indexer Interface and MedKB Manager,
respectively. Other reports on MedlndEx have been published giving
additional background and references (Humphrey, 1989a, 1989b;
Humphrey & Miller, 1987).
KNOWLEDGE-BASED INDEXING
This section will describe indexing using the MedlndEx Indexer
Interface, specifically:
The data structure that is used, consisting of frames, subdivided by
slots, subdivided by facets.
Knowledge-based assistance encoded in facets (object-oriented
approach).
The inheritance mechanism for accessing procedures and data,
whereby indexing frames inherit from knowledge-base frames,
knowledge-base frames inherit from each other.
Internal retrieval for accessing and displaying data from other
locations.
As a brief reminder of conventional indexing, indexers combine
reading and scanning full-text journal articles (also referred to as
documents in this paper) and select and assign terms from MeSH that
best describe what these articles are about. Figure 2 shows the title,
abstract, and indexing terms, labeled MH (for MeSH Heading), for an
article about certain types of radiotherapy to treat pain of bone cancer.
Indexing using MedlndEx is basically the same as conventional indexing
regarding use of MeSH and adherence to tenets of indexing (e.g.,
specificity and multiplicity, as discussed earlier). Users are presumed
to be trained MEDLINE indexers. However, unlike conventional
indexing, MedlndEx provides interactive, situation-specific assistance
in applying indexing rules. This is accomplished by filling in indexing
frames with MeSH terms rather than merely listing these terms as
individual occurrences. A frame is a data structure consisting of a frame
name, like Bone Neoplasms (MeSH term for "bone cancer"), and slots
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which label conceptual relations linking the current frame to other
frames.
Selecting Bone Neoplasms as the initial indexing term causes the
system to display the first indexing frame (Figure 3). The frame name
TI - Comparison of 32P therapy and sequential hemobody
irradiation (HBI) for bony metastases as methods of
whole body irradiation.
AB - We report a retrospective study of 15 patients with
prostate carcinoma and diffuse bone metastases
treated with 32P for palliation of pain at
Downstate Medical Center and Kings County
Hospital from 1973 to 1978. The response rates,
duration of response, and toxicities are compared ...
MH - Bone Neoplasms / RADIOTHERAPY / SECONDARY
Comparative Study
Human
Male
Pain, Intractable / RADIOTHERAPY
Phosphorus Radioisotopes / THERAPEUTIC USE
Prostatic Neoplasms
Radiotherapy / ADVERSE EFFECTS
Whole Body Irradiation
Figure 2. Title, abstract, & MeSH indexing terms for radiotherapy article
Bone Neoplasms is in the title bar of the Current Frame and Current
Slot windows. A Message Area window displays system messages. Slots
in the Current Frame window are METASTASIS-TO, ETIOLOGY,
PROCEDURE, and so forth. These are names of relations relative to
the frame term, and will be used as prompts for filling in this frame.
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METASTASIS-TO
nil
SECONDARY-FROM
nil
ETIOLOGY
nil
COMPLICATION
nil
AGE-OF-ONSET
nil
PROCEDURE
nil
BIOLOGICAL-FINDING
nil
HISTOLOGIC-TYPE
nil
BODY-SITE
> one and Bones
I!
Specify Filler
-
Key in term and Press Return key
Show Filler Entry Help - Mouse-right over title bar of Current Slot window
Show Mouse Options - Key in ?
Figure 3. Sample Bone Neoplasms indexing frame on (MedlndEx)
The current slot, BODY-SITE, is displayed in the Current Slot
window. Prompted by the greater-than sign, indexers may enter as slot
fillers other frame names that complete the relationship "frame slot
filler." For instance, indexer verification of the filler in this window
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Bone and Bones would complete the relationship Bone Neoplasms
BODY-SITE Bone and Bones, indicating that the article is about bone
cancer of bones in general. The Current Frame window contains the
remaining slots, which have not yet been processed (nil indicates absence
of fillers). When the indexer is finished filling the current slot, BODY-
SITE, it will be returned to its marked position in the Current Frame
window, with its fillers, and the next slot, METASTASIS-TO, will take
its place in the Current Slot window. This is how all slots are eventually
processed.
There are two things of particular significance for understanding
how the system works that are not shown in the foregoing slides of
indexing frames:
First, the fact that the actual name of this indexing frame is Bone
Neoplasms 86265451. Internally, all indexing frame names consist
of two parts: a MeSH term + the unique identifier of the article
being indexed.
Second, not shown is the relationship between this indexing frame
and its corresponding MedKB frame.
If this information were shown in the Current Frame window, it would
appear as follows:
Bone Neoplasms 8626545 1-Current Frame
INHERITS-FROM
> [Bone Neoplasms]
Frames in MedKB do more than provide terminologic authority
control, as does a thesaurus. MedKB frames, such as the Bone Neoplasms
frame (Figure 4), are subdivided by slots with associated information.
Most of these slots represent domain-specific relations not found in
conventional thesauri, which typically exhibit only synonymy, broader/
narrower term relations, and general relatedness. Note these slots are
the same as those in the indexing frame (Figure 3), and in fact they
came from this MedKB frame. The Bone Neoplasms MedKB frame can
be thought of as a template encoding data and procedures for interactively
assisting indexers in filling slots of indexing frames like Bone Neoplasms
86265451. The code would be where the dots are, following each slot
name. During the indexing session, indexing frames are constantly
accessing their template MedKB frame via the INHERITS-FROM slot.
This sort of accessing exemplifies the mechanism known as inheritance.
In fact, when an indexing frame is first created a procedure known
as instantiation it does not explicitly contain any of the slots presented
on the screen (Figure 3), but merely accesses them, or inherits them,
from its corresponding MedKB frame, and a screen management program
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causes them to be displayed. Only when a slot first appears in the Current
Slot window is it physically created in the indexing frame.
To begin a few examples of MedlndEx assistance, use of slots to
prompt for indexing terms is considered a form of assistance to help
ensure more complete indexing, as it focuses indexers' attention on
aspects of topics that should be considered. In Figure 3 the Bone and
Bones filler for BODY-SITE was displayed automatically as a default
filler for this slot, which an indexer may erase or over-write.
(|Bone Neoplasms]
(INHERITS-FROM
(VALUE |Bone Diseases] (Neoplasms by Site|))
(CHILDREN ...)
; domain specific slotsfollow:
(BODY-SITE ...)
(METASTASIS-TO ...)
(SECONDARY-FROM ...)
(ETIOLOGY ...)
(COMPLICATION ...)
(AGE-OF-ONSET ...)
(PROCEDURE ...)
(BIOLOGICAL-FINDING
...)
(HISTOLOGIC-TYPE ...))
Figure 4. Slots in MedKB frames
From the Current Slot window, indexers may request a display of
permissible fillers for the current slot. These are considered "restrictions
on the slot," and are listed in a Restrictions Display window, as shown
in Figure 5, where the indexer has moused on a selection namely, the
particular bone Femur, intending for it to replace the default Bone and
Bones (Figure 3). (The term Femur could also have been keyed in.)
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However, in response to this entry (Figure 6) the system advised the
indexer, in the Message Area window, that Femur although sensible
for this slot according to medical knowledge is not permitted, since
there is a more specific frame in the system, namely Femoral Neoplasms.
In addition to this message, the system automatically erased Femur and
restored the default Bone and Bones filler. This sort of help, which
we call the specificity feature, is performed algorithmically. Accordingly,
the system checked for child frames of Bone Neoplasms in MedKB.
When it found one, Femoral Neoplasms, it checked if the current filler
Femur is permitted for the current slot in this child frame. If so, then
the indexing frame should be accessing this more specific child frame,
Femoral Neoplasms, rather than Bone Neoplasms. For this sort of
assistance a knowledge-based approach is essential. Alternatively, the
Bone and Bones default filler might merely be erased, leaving the slot
empty, but since a filler is required for this slot, the system would prevent
exiting the slot if it remained empty.
Not all notification of more specific frames is of the type we have
just seen, which is prescriptive (or enforced). Figure 7 shows Bone
Neoplasms as a filler in the ETIOLOGY slot of a Pain frame, to which
the system responded by merely suggesting that the more specific frame
Pain, Intractable be considered. Here of course the system does not erase
the indexer's entry, as it did Femur in the earlier example. We call this
feature relaxed specificity. Similar assistance is provided when filling
in the COMPLICATION slot in the Bone Neoplasms frame with the
term Pain, where the system suggests the more specific term as filler.
In Figure 8 the system displays a reminder to coordinate the fillers
shown, Radioisotope Therapy and /DRUG THERAPY, with a third
filler Combined Modality Therapy if appropriate. The system recognizes
existing fillers as representing different modalities, of radiation and
drugs. The rule inherent in this reminder is, in case two or more
treatments of different modalities are combined in treating the same
patients, Combined Modality Therapy should be entered as well.
Finally, there is the type of assistance where the system automatically
displays certain fillers based on previous fillers, often in previously filled
frames that have been stored. To continue after a frame is completed
and stored, indexers request pop-up menus for selecting another frame
for processing. One menu consists of names of stored frames, leading
to editing these frames. The other consists of new frame terms, that
is stored-frame fillers that have not yet been instantiated as frames
themselves. After filling and storing the initial frame for the first time,
there is only a list of new frame terms corresponding to fillers of this
just completed frame. A document is ultimately represented by a network
of filled, stored indexing frames. Using an ORIGINATING-FRAME
slot in indexing frames, the system maintains links between the current
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frame and stored frames it came from, where it was a slot filler;
information in these previous frames can be used for prescribing and
suggesting fillers in the current frame, as illustrated by the following
example.
Bone and Bones Level 101
, firm Bones [non-MeSH] I
'
, , Humerus
, , Radius
, , Ulna
, Carpal Bones
, Clavicle
, Foot Bones [non-MeSH]
, , Metatarsal Bones
, , Tarsal Bones
, , , Calcaneus
, , .Talus
, Leg Bones [non-MeSH]
, , TTemoral Head
, , , Femoral Neck
, , Fibula
, , Tibia
, Metacarpus
, Pelvic Bones
, , flcetabulum
, , Ilium
, , ischium
, , Pubic Bone
, Scapula
, Skull
, , Facial Bones
, , , Jaw
, , , , fllveolar Process
, , , , Dental Arch
, , , , Mandible
Mandibular Condyle
, , , , Maxilla
, , , , Palate
, , , Nasal Bone
, , , Turbinates
, Spine
Figure 5. Sample restrictions display window (MedlndEx)
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Femur not
permitted,
An
entry
listed below will
provide
the correct frame,
Femoral
Neoplasms
Figure 6. "Specificity" feature in message area window (MedlndEx)
ETIOLOGY
> Bone Neoplasms
I
Message wrea
Instead of Pain, consider the follouing frames:
Pain, Intractable
Figure 7. "Relaxed specificity" feature in message area window (MedlndEx)
Figure 9 shows the next frame selection Radioisotope Therapy,
where PROBLEM is the first current slot. The expression in the
Originating Frame window, Bone Neoplasms PROCEDURE [A], is
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interpreted as follows: the current frame name Radioisotope Therapy
was an [AJdded filler in the PROCEDURE slot in the originating frame
Bone Neoplasms. The indexer may mouse on the originating frame
name to view this frame in a Display window overlaying the Originating
Frame window.
The boldface type of Bone Neoplasms in the PROBLEM slot in
the Current Slot window indicates that it cannot be erased; it was
retrieved by the system internally and merely displayed in this slot based
on information in the stored Bone Neoplasms indexing frame. The
system has deduced that since, according to this stored frame,
radioisotope therapy was the procedure for bone neoplasms, then bone
neoplasms must be the problem for radioisotope therapy, and the frame
term of the stored frame should be retrieved and displayed. Because
of this reciprocity between PROCEDURE and PROBLEM, the Bone
Neoplasms filler must be correct if the Radioisotope Therapy filler was
correct in the stored frame.
PROCEDURE
> Radioisotope Therapy
> /DRUG THERAPY
Coord with Combined Modality Therapy, if applicable,
Enter <RETURN> to leave slot as is,
Figure 8. Reminder in message area window to coordinate fillers (MedlndEx)
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We have presented a sample of available indexing assistance. In
general, assistance may be categorized in several ways:
Specificity and enforceability.
Nonspecific suggestive (e.g., slot names as prompts, restrictions
display).
Specific suggestive (e.g., fillers displayed automatically in slots,
fillers in messages).
Nonspecific prescriptive (e.g., fillers in messages).
Specific prescriptive (e.g., retrieved values, inherited values, specific
required fillers).
Data dependency.
Authority dependency.
MedKB (e.g., specificity of filler, passing restrictions, default filler,
inherited values).
Word File (e.g., checking if filler is an official term).
Alias Table (e.g., checking if a word is acceptable).
Other filler dependency (e.g., filler as coordinate with previous filler,
superfluous filler with respect to previous filler).
Procedural dependency.
Automatically.
Entering current slot (e.g., display of system-provided fillers).
Processing a slot (e.g., checking if action is ok).
Adding or verifying fillers.
Erasing fillers.
Attempting to exit a slot.
Finishing a document (e.g., final consistency check).
On request (e.g., restrictions/hierarchy display, consistency check).
The foregoing examples of assistance and others are encoded in
structures known as facets. Facets are sublists within slots in MedKB
frames. Figure 10 shows several types of facet, identified by labels
SPECIFICITY, RESTRICTIONS, IF-NEEDED, DEFAULT, CAN-
CONTINUE?, CAN-ADD?, subdividing some slots; code would be where
the dots are. Figure 11, zooming in on the BODY-SITE slot in Bone
Neoplasms, and showing actual facet code corresponding to some of
the assistance described previously, is merely to illustrate briefly the
importance of facets and how they work. Three facets are shown for
this slot: CAN-CONTINUE?, DEFAULT, and IF-NEEDED. Explana-
tions are in terms of effect of facets on indexing frames inherited from
this MedKB frame, and thereby inheriting these facets. The COND
statement in CAN-CONTINUE? checks for cardinality of 1, and if there
is no filler in this slot in a Bone Neoplasms indexing frame, it sets
the message that a filler is required and that the specific default is
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available. It gets the default Bone and Bones from the DEFAULT facet.
The SETQ statement in the IF-NEEDED facet also gets this default,
and provides it as a suggested filler when the slot is first presented
in the Current Slot window.
PROCEDURE [A]
DURPOSE
nil
50DY-SITE
nil
WDIONUCLIDE-SOURCE
nil
RADIATION
nil
METHOD
nil
ADVERSE-EFFECT
nil
EFFECT-ON
nil
PROBLEM
> Bone Neoplasms
l
Figure 9. Sample originating frame/current frame window (MedlndEx)
A feature of MedlndEx is that it uses indexing frames to generate
conventional MEDLINE indexing. There are two reasons why this is
important. First, if the system were adopted, it would then generate
the same sort of MeSH indexing output now used for MEDLINE. We
still need this output for retrieval, since there is no language for
retrieving against a frame database. Second, this output would facilitate
testing the system by comparison with output from the conventional
indexing activity.
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(IBone Neoplasms!
(INHERITS-FROM
(VALUE IBone Diseases! (Neoplasms by Sitel))
(CHILDREN
(SPECIFICITY ...))
(BODY-SITE
(RESTRICTIONS ...)
(SPECIFICITY ...)
(CAN-CONTINUE? ...)
(DEFAULT ...)
(IF-NEEDED ...
(METASTASIS-TO)
(SECONDARY-FROM)
(ETIOLOGY)
(COMPLICATION
(AGE-OF-ONSET)
(PROCEDURE
(CAN-ADD? ...))
(BIOLOGICAL-FINDING)
(HISTOLOGIC-TYPE))
Figure 10. Types of facet in MedKB frames
To illustrate, Figure 12 shows a Radioisotope Therapy indexing
frame at a point where the filler Phosphorus Radioisotopes has been
entered for the RADIONUCLIDE-SOURCE slot. The MeSH Indices
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Display window (Figure 13) contains conventional, system-generated
MEDLINE indexing, labeled MH (for MeSH Heading). Two precoor-
dinated indexing terms have been generated so far: Adenocarcinoma
and Bone Neoplasms appended by the same subheading RADIOTHER-
APY. This display is updated automatically, in the background, as frame-
filling proceeds for the remainder of this document. In this example,
when the indexer exits the RADIONUCLIDE-SOURCE slot, thereby
actually adding Phosphorus Radioisotopes to this slot in the indexing
frame, and again requests this MeSH Indices Display, the system will
show an additional MH entry, namely Phosphorus Radioisotopes with
the subheading /THERAPEUTIC USE (Figure 14). As illustrated by
this example, the system is designed to perform all subheading
assignment, thereby forming all main heading-subheading precoordi-
nations, autonomously. Rules for automatic updating of MH entries
are encoded in IF-ADDED facets attached to slots of MedKB frames.
(IBone Neoplasmsl
(BODY-SITE
(CAN-CONTINUE?
(COND ((AND (NULL !FILLERS)
(SETQ DEF
(GET-FILLERS IFRAME ISLOT 'DEFAULT)))
(SETQ MESSAGE
(FORMAT NIL
"A filler is required for this slot. The following default is available: ~%"{~S;~}"
DEF)) T))
(DEFAULT IBone and Bonesl)
(IF-NEEDED
(SETQ IRETRIEVED NIL
ICANDIDATE
(GET-FILLERS IFRAME ISLOT 'DEFAULT))))))
Figure 11. Sample of actual facet code in MedKB frame
To simply give an idea of the subdivision of MedKB frames into
slots and facets, computerized assistance for filling in the Bone
Neoplasms indexing frame has been depicted as if encoded in the Bone
Neoplasms MedKB frame, which all Bone Neoplasms indexing frames
(such as Bone Neoplasms 86265451} inherit from. However, encoding
these procedures, many of which would apply to all neoplasms, or even
all diseases, in relatively low-level frames (such as Bone Neoplasms)
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would result in much redundancy in the knowledge base. In theory,
a tillable slot can have as many as eight facets; a frame with eight
tillable slots would therefore have sixty-four facets. If facets were explicit
in each frame of MedKB, assuming about 15,000 frames (the approximate
number of terms in MeSH), this would clearly make for an impossibly
large knowledge base, with a great deal of redundancy.
Therefore, when we stated earlier that an indexing frame inherits
data and procedures from the MedKB frame to which it bears the
INHERITS-FROM relationship, this was not quite accurate. The
MedKB frame from which it inherits might not explicitly encode the
needed information either, and might, in turn, inherit it from another
MedKB frame. Figure 15 shows the INHERITS-FROM ancestry of
PROBLEM
Bone Neoplasms
Adenocarcinoma
PURPOSE
(Bone Neoplasms /THERAPY)
(Adenocarcinoma /THERAPY)
BODY-SITE
nil
RADIATION
nil
METHOD
nil
ADVERSE-EFFECT
nil
EFFECT-ON
nil
nil
IRADIONUCLIDE-SOURCE
> Phosphorus Radioisotopes
I
Figure 12. Sample Radioisotope Therapy indexing frame (MedKB)
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Figure 13. Sample MeSH indices display window (MedlndEx) (1)
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Figure 14. Sample MeSH indices display window (MedlndEx) (2)
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in filling in Bone Neoplasms indexing frames is not encoded in Bone
Neoplasms after all, but instead higher up in the inherits-from hierarchy,
specifically slot facets in Bone Diseases or Neoplasms by Site the
INHERITS-FROM value here or perhaps a still higher frame, such
as Neoplasms or Disease.
MEDKB MANAGER
Managing MedKB, that is, creating and editing knowledge-base
frames, is more complicated than managing a thesaurus, since the
knowledge engineer (formerly known as the thesaurus specialist) is
responsible not only for the terms, but also for encoding data and
procedures needed for providing interactive indexing assistance, and
for keeping track of and using inheritance. The system, in effect, merges
a thesaurus and indexing manual, in a potentially concise, executable
form.
Modifying MedKB is essentially the process of editing facets. Two
requirements of a knowledge base are that it be consistent and have
proper syntax. We have developed an interactive Knowledge Base
Management System (KBMS), known as MedKB Manager, designed to
meet these requirements. General functions performed using MedKB
Manager are summarized as follows:
Creating new frames (adding frame terms to CHILDREN slot, VALUE
facet, of existing frames);
Making inheritance links (adding frame terms to INHERITS-FROM
slot, VALUE facet, of lower level frames);
Encoding indexing assistance (modifying fillers of facets, such as
RESTRICTIONS, IF-NEEDED, CAN-CONTINUE?, and so forth).
MedKB Manager ensures consistency by preventing a frame from
being isolated from the rest of the knowledge base, and by using
inheritance from ancestral frames for displaying slot- and facet-names
and default fillers; it suggests fillers based on other fillers, and it can
constrain fillers. The system ensures proper syntax as much as possible
by using devices such as menus, template code, and cut and paste. In
any event, frame syntax is ensured down through the facet name for
all facets.
Syntax of contents of RESTRICTIONS facets is ensured by having
the system display code in the form of menus, and conversely by having
the system generate code based on users' menu selections. Creating and
editing contents of IF-NEEDED facets are facilitated by pop-up menus,
user selection of template code (possibly requiring minor modification),
and cut and paste. Other facets are modified using an editor into which
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the system writes files that contain default fillers and helpful comments.
This being a LISP editor, it evaluates code in these files, thereby catching
syntax errors that might otherwise cause the system to bomb. Ultimately,
we hope to extend to all facets not just RESTRICTIONS and IF-
NEEDED techniques that will tend to free knowledge engineers from
being expert programmers.
To illustrate, a new frame, Vitamins, might be created by first adding
this term to the CHILDREN slot, VALUE facet, of two existing frames,
Biological Substances and Drugs. Editing the new Vitamins frame itself
would begin by filling the VALUE facet in its INHERITS-FROM slot;
MedKB would display as default fillers the terms corresponding to frames
in which Vitamins was added as a child.
Updated INHERITS-FROM and CHILDREN hierarchies can be
viewed as soon as modifed frames resulting in these new versions of
hierarchies have been written to temporary files during a MedKB
Manager session. Therefore, by modifying very high-level frames, one
can make rather radical changes in one fell swoop, and then change
them back if they are not right. This procedure is much less cumbersome
than assigning numerical codes (e.g., MeSH tree numbers) for
hierarchies.
To illustrate use of menus to generate code, we will create the
RESTRICTIONS facet for the BODY-SITE slot in the top-level frame
Disease which inherits from Medical Subjects. Since Medical Subjects
does not contain domain-specific slots, top-level frames, like Disease,
must have these slots created in them explicitly.
After the Disease frame has been specified for editing, and the user
has indicated that a slot is to be modified, the next step is selecting
the slot to be modified. Figure 17 shows menu lists of all available
slots. The Redo List window contains immediate slots that have already
been created: CHILDREN and INHERITS-FROM. The Modify List
window at this point normally contains inherited slots, which may
be selected for modification, in which case they will override inheritance
and be transferred to Redo List. Remaining slots, in the Selection List
window, may be selected and transferred to Modify List. In this figure,
BODY-SITE has been selected for editing.
Once a slot has been selected, the next step is to select the facet
to be edited. After selecting the RESTRICTIONS facet, a system message
will remind the user that no inherited filler is available, which means
that permissible fillers (for contents of this facet) must be selected from
a display of the entire MedKB hierarchy. Figure 18 shows the first page
of the MedKB hierarchical display, where the user has moused on
Anatomical Structures to select this hierarchy as permissible fillers for
body site of disease; the plus sign marks terms and hierarchies the user
has selected.
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CHILDREN
INHERITS-FROM
ADMINISTRATION/DOSAGE
ADVERSE-EFFECT
AGE
AGE-OF-ONSET
AGENT
ANALOG/DERIVATIVE-P
BIOLOGICAL-EFFECT
BIOLOGICAL-FINDING
BIOLOGICAL-PROCESSING
lanmoaiia
COMPLICATION
COMPONENT
EFFECT-ON
EFFECT-ON-FINDING
EFFECTOR-SUBSTANCE
ELEMENT
ETIOLOGY
GENDER
HISTOLOGIC-TYPE
LABEL
LOCATION
^1ETASTASIS-TO
METHOD
NEOPLASM-BY-SITE
PATIENT
PRIMARY-BY-SITE
PROBLEM
PROBLEM/SUBSTANCE
PROCEDURE
PURPOSE
RADIATION
RADIONUCLIDE-SOURCE
SECONDARY-BY-SITE
SECONDARY-FROM
menul?
"Mouse-right to accept selection,
^use-middle to select.
1ouse- left to unselect."
Figure 17. Menu lists of all available slots (MedKB)
The system then analyzes selections and actually writes code
corresponding to them, as shown in the top window in Figure 19. When
the system finishes encoding, it permits the user to edit the facet contents,
which have been written to a file and placed in a screen editor, even
though this is unnecessary (and in fact not recommended, except to
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T
Medical subjects [non-MeSHi
. /ADVERSE EFFECTS
. Ages Cnon-MeSH]
, , /CONGENITAL
. . Postnatal Ages [non-MeSH]
, , , Adolescence
. . . Adult
.... Aged
Aged., 86 and Over
, , . , Middle Age
, . , Child
. . . . Child, Preschool
. . . . infant
infant, Newborn
. . Prenatal Ages Cnon-MeSH]
, , , Embryo
, , , Fetus
Cnon-MeSH]
>eas Cnon-MeSHD
+ . . . Abdomen
+ .... Groin
-H ... Axi 1 la
+ ... Back
+ ... Breast
+ ... Extremities
+ .... Arm
+ Elbow
+ Forearm
4- Hand
+ Fingers
+ Thumb
-i- ..... Shoulder
+ wrist
+ .... Leg
+ , . , . . Ankle
+ Foot
+ Forefoot, Human
- Metatarsus
4- Toes
+ Ha 1 lux
4- ...... Tarsus
4- Heel
+ Hip
4- Knee
+ Thigh
4- ... Head
+ .... Ear
4- .... Face
+ Cheek
+ Chin
4- Eye
4- .Eyebrows
4- Eye l ids
4- Eyelashes
+ Forehead
+ Mouth
Figure 18. First page of MedKB hierarchical restrictions display
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IFILLER
(GET-HIERIW 'ifUiatoiical Structures!)))
pAccept and continue."
Accept Cancel
Figure 19. System-generated code for BODY-SITE of disease (MedKB)
overcome a system defect). This particular system-generated code is fairly
simple, consisting of a membership function that checks if a filler being
added to the BODY-SITE slot in indexing frames inheriting this slot
is in the Anatomical Structures hierarchy.
Now that restrictions on body site have been encoded for the Disease
frame, when the user elects to modify this same facet in the Bone Diseases
frame, since Bone Diseases inherits from Disease, the system
automatically displays a menu corresponding to inherited restrictions,
which is just the Anatomical Structures hierarchy. From this menu,
the user ultimately selects only hierarchies and terms making sense for
bone diseases, namely, the bone hierarchy and certain body area terms
elsewhere in the display. The top window in Figure 20 shows system-
generated code based on these selections. This code is somewhat more
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((MEMBER* iFILLER
(LET ((IEXCEPTION
(LIST
(LIST (GET-HlERflRCHY '|flbdomen|)
(6ET-HIERflRCHY '|flxilla|>
(GET-HIERflRCHY '|Breast|)
(GET-HIERflRCHY
J |Cheek|)
(LIST '|Eye|
(GET-HIERflRCHY '|Eyebrows|)
(GET-HIERflRCHY '|EyelidS|))
(GET-HIERflRCHY
'
[Forehead |)
(LIST '|OUth|
(GET-HIERflRCHY '|Lip|))
(GET-HIERflRCHY
J |Scalp|))
(GET-HIERflRCHY '\Mttt, Soft|))))
(LIST (GET-HIERflRCHY '|Body flreasl T)
(GET-HIERflRCHY 'IBone and Bonesl T)
(GET-HIERflRCHY '|Jau| T)))))
PAccept and continue."
Accept Cancel
i55ffli^E
Figure 20. System-generated code for BODY-SITE of Bone Diseases (MedKB)
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complicated than just a simple hierarchy as was the case for body site
of Disease.
For the final example in this series, we focus on body site restrictions
for Bone Neoplasms, which inherits from two frames Bone Diseases
and Neoplasms by Site. When the user indicates readiness to modify
the RESTRICTIONS facet for this frame, the system displays code
inherited from both inheritance parents, as well as a pop-up menu
containing the names of these parents (Figure 21). If nothing is to be
changed that is, if inheritance should prevail the default during
indexing would be to inherit the union of restrictions from both parents.
To relate this to the situation during an indexing session where the
indexer is indexing a document about bone neoplasms, this would allow
any anatomical structure permissible for Neoplasms by Site (for instance,
Heart or Liver) to be entered as a body site structure in Bone Neoplasms
indexing frames. Clearly this is undesirable, and we want, instead, for
body site restrictions just from Bone Diseases to apply. Therefore, the
user selects Bone Diseases as the frame from which body site restrictions
should be inherited.
Figure 22 shows the pertinent portion of the final modified frame,
which is (BODY-SITE (RESTRICTIONS \Bone Diseases\)), in the
INHERITS-FROM slot, I-PARENT facet. Instead of explicitly repeating
the same code in BODY-SITE of Bone Neoplasms, this expression points
to restrictions in the selected inherits-from parent Bone Diseases which
then causes the indexing system to access code in that location when
checking or displaying body-site restrictions for Bone Neoplasms
indexing frames. Thus, we see again that inheritance is used for avoiding
redundancy.
In addition to ensuring proper syntax and economy, a major
advantage of this menu interface is that it is not possible to make the
mistake of inserting a noninheritable term into a restrictions list.
Furthermore, system-generated code will always result in proper
restrictions displays for the Indexer Interface, which may be quite
difficult to ensure based on direct, human editing of MedKB.
As a shortcut for creating new hierarchies, MedKB Manager has
a module for batch processing. Figure 23 shows the input file to create
frames for the Cardiovascular Diseases hierarchy in batch mode, where
MeSH tree numbers are used as hierarchy codes. After the batch job
is complete, MedKB will contain bare frames, with only INHERITS-
FROM and CHILDREN links, for new terms Cardiovascular Diseases,
Heart Diseases, Heart Neoplasms, and Vascular Diseases. The remaining
terms (Disease, Neoplasms, and Neoplasms by Site) are presumed to
be in MedKB already, and the system will automatically add new VALUE
fillers to their CHILDREN slot, as appropriate: in this case
Cardiovascular Diseases is a new child of Disease, and Heart Neoplasms
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(Neoplasms by Site)
((MEMBER* IFILLER
(GET-HIERflRCHY ' (Anatomical Structuresl)))
IBone Diseases)
((MEMBERS IFILLER
(LET (((EXCEPTION
(LIST
(LIST (GET-HIERflRCHY 'Iflbdomenl)
(GET-HIERflRCHY '|flxilla|)
(GET-HIERflRCHY '|Breast|)
(GET-HIERflRCHY MCheekl)
(LIST '|Eye|
(GET-HIERfiRCHY '|Eyebrous|)
(GET-HIERfiRCHY '|EyelidS|)>
(GET-HIERflRCHY '|Forehead|>
(LIST 'IMouthl
(GET-HIERflRCHY '|Lip|)>
(GET-HIERflRCHY '|Scalp|))
(GET-HIERflRCHY 'IPalate, Soft|))))
(LIST (GET-HIERflRCHY 'IBody flreasl T)
(GET-HIERflRCHY '|Bone and Bones | T)
(GET-HIERflRCHY '|^W| T)))))
Neoplasms by Site
Bone Diseases
CANCEL
Figure 21. Pop-up menu containing names of both inheritance parents (MedKB)
is a new child of Neoplasms by Site. At completion, the user can elect
to be in interactive mode to further edit the frames in this hierarchy
as necessary. The Construction hierarchy was taken from the Thesaurus
of ERIC Descriptors to illustrate an alternative batch input format using
dots rather than hierarchy code.
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(|BonelfeoplasB|(KHENT(milE iMfististsl
[Neoplasms by Site]))
(INHERITS-FROM (VfiLUE |Bone DiseasesI (Neoplasms by Site|)
(I-MOT
(BODY-SITE (RESTRICTIONS |Bone Diseases |)
(DEFflULT IBone Diseases!)
(SPECIFICITY none Diseasesl))
Figure 22. 1-PARENT facet in sample Bone Neoplasms frame (MedKB)
In conclusion, development of a KBMS is a necessary offshoot of
the MedlndEx System as it greatly facilitates the ordinarily complex
task of creating and editing a rich knowledge base to maintain
consistency and proper syntax a task that is essential for research on
the indexing part of the system. MedKB Manager can also be viewed
as a knowledge acquisition tool to assist domain experts in building
a knowledge base, particularly if interfaces are developed that do not
require them to be expert programmers. In addition, heuristics may
be developed to further automate knowledge-base creation.
A Note on Retrieval
As stated earlier, an output of MedlndEx is conventional MeSH
indexing terms, which might then become part of the regular MEDLINE
database for retrieval.
At the moment there is no standard retrieval language for searching
frame databases, just as there is no standard frame language. One might
write such a retrieval language, and develop an expert retrieval system
using MedKB as its knowledge base. Or one might develop an expert
system using MedKB that would index search queries, in contrast to
documents, thereby suggesting conventional MeSH search terms. The
difficulty would be devising or implementing strategies once a set of
search terms has been produced.
Another approach, which we have begun to investigate, is
automatically translating frame databases into relational databases,
the advantage being the use of commercially available relational
database management systems (RDBMS) including Search Query
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From MeSH Tree Structures
000 Disease
OOO.C14 Cardiovascular Diseases
OOO.C14.280 Heart Diseases
OOO.C14.280.459 Heart Neoplasms
OOO.C14.907 Vascular Diseases
OOO.C04 Neoplasms
OOO.C04.588 Neoplasms by Site
OOO.C04.588.894 Thoracic Neoplasms
OOO.C04.588.894.309 Heart Neoplasms
From ERIC Two-Way Hierarchy Term Display
Construction (Process)
. . Cabinetmaking
. . Carpentry
. . Masonry
.... Bricklaying
. . Prefabrication
. . Road Construction
. . School Construction
Figure 23. Batch input for creating MedKB hierarchies
Language (SQL). However, it would then be necessary to encode the
knowledge-base hierarchy in the RDBMS and write a front-end to
SQL to facilitate retrieval.
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HARDWARE, OPERATING SYSTEM, COMPUTER
LANGUAGE, AND SYSTEM SIZE
It seems obvious that an expert system such as MedlndEx would
be impossible if not for the workstation environment. This is provided
by the Sun SPARCstation under the SunOS operating system using
the SunView window environment.
MedKB and other software unrelated to running the system interface
are written in an experimental frame language, Framer, developed on
top of Sun Common Lisp 3.0 which, without using special extensions,
is virtually identical to standard Common Lisp. Part of MedKB Manager
is written in CLOS (Common Lisp Object System), which also runs
on various hardware and operating systems. The interface is written
in the Window Tool Kit of Sun Common Lisp, which uses SunView
and therefore is machine dependent. Machine and operating system
dependency would be eliminated if the interface were rewritten in the
standard X Windows.
The system contains 1,400 frames and thirty-seven slots, with a
range of one to eight tillable slots for a frame. The size of Common
Lisp and CLOS executable code is 14.4 megabytes. The system itself
is 4 megabytes, 1 megabyte for MedKB and related files (Word File
and Alias Table); if 5,000 frames (about one-third of MeSH descriptors),
the system might be about 7.6 megabytes; 15,000 frames, perhaps 14.7.
Commercial expert system environments and microcomputer-based
shells were not available to us at the start of the MedlndEx project
in late 1986. Use of three different shells on the IBM PC/XT was reported
by Sharif (1988) for developing an expert system for subject classification
of monographs, specifically, selecting Dewey Classification numbers
from a small section of the DC 19 schedules. Her report concludes that
shells, although suitable for many applications, are not appropriate
for developing large-scale expert systems in classification, and
recommends developing an expert system ab initio using languages such
as Prolog or LISP in preference to expert system tools. Reasons for
unsuitability include limited size capacity and insufficient flexibility
of knowledge representation structures. (Illustrating presumably more
appropriate use of shells for rapid prototyping, within two days an
advisory system was developed using one of the AACR2 algorithms
for choice and form of access point. Incorporating additional rules
covering form of heading for corporate body increased the knowledge
base to 90 kilobytes. Although response time on an IBM PC/XT was
acceptable, loading of the knowledge base took two to three minutes.
It should be noted that the system did not provide a catalog entry,
but rather guided the user to relevant sections of AACR2.)
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CONCLUSIONS
Factors contributing to support of AI techniques include existing
thesaurus-based indexing systems, in particular if they are interactive,
and organizational commitment to enhancing and expanding this
approach.
These apply to NLM, evidenced by MeSH as the basis for retrieval
for most NLM databases, of which MEDLINE, covering nearly twenty-
five years of literature, is the most well known. MeSH is an exceptionally
well-controlled thesaurus, with full-time staff completely dedicated to
its management. It is updated annually using a thesaurus management
system, MeSH 204 (running on the Model 204 database management
system), to ensure consistency and proper syntax. Documentation of
indexing rules and policy by the MEDLARS Indexing Manual and
Technical Notes, as well as MeSH annotations, is a mainstay of the
indexing system. The online Automated Indexing and Management
System (AIMS) validates indexers' entries, checking for misspelled terms
and invalid main heading-subheading precoordinations, and may add
terms automatically or display system warnings consequent to certain
previous entries by the indexer. Plans are underway to improve this
interface, which serves as a good transition to a knowledge-based
indexing system.
Looking toward the future, an important program at NLM is the
Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) project, which will include
Metathesaurus
,
a machine-readable knowledge source containing
information about biomedical concepts and their representation in
different vocabularies and thesauri; it will represent a variety of
relationships among terms and support mapping from users' terms to
appropriate controlled vocabularies and among different controlled
vocabularies.
NLM's commitment to the use of controlled vocabularies and
knowledge bases extends to the projects of its research divisions, the
Lister Hill National Center for Biomedical Communications (LHNCBC)
and recently created National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI). LHNCBC research projects include the Natural Language
Systems Project, which is developing SPECIALIST, an experimental
system for parsing, analyzing, and accessing biomedical text; the parsing
system requires an extensive and well-specified lexicon with explicit
links to a knowledge base of biomedical concepts. In building and
enhancing databases of genomic information, a goal of NCBI is a
common search vocabulary for retrieving genetic sequence records from
GenBank, the national DNA sequence database, and retrieving
MEDLINE literature referencing the same concepts.
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MedlndEx, an LHNCBC project, is part of this research agenda
based on a long-standing, continuing commitment to thesaurus- and
knowledge-based approaches to facilitate and enhance user access to
biomedical information.
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